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If You Can Check JUST ONE of the Below,
You Should be Tracking Your Mail:
Your business benefits from…
Increased response rates

Knowing when pallets are being unloaded at USPS

Consistent In-home window delivery

Knowing when trucks arrive/unload at USPS sites

Knowing which days of the week drive higher response

Alert emails when mail is not scanning

Suppliers meeting your drop schedules

Bundle breakage reporting

Knowing which days of the week respond the fastest

Sychronizing your digital communication with DM

Call center access to real time, mail piece searches

Understanding high level mail trends & user tax

Alerts about areas of the country causing delays

Having a team of USPS experts at your disposal

WebTrack IMB Tracing™ is a cutting-edge mail tracking, analytics and reporting platform that delivers complete visibility of your mail
from the time it ships to its arrival in the mailbox. WebTrack’s mission is to help transform your decision making power to attain the
highest return on your mailing investment. Join us!
We believe the power of your data will make you a smarter mailer.

Contact us today for a

Customized DEMO!
Mobile friendly

intelisent.com

|

800.253.1944

|

info@intelisent.com
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When a mailing is set up in the WebTrack system, our technology connects directly
to USPS systems and attains each event and process scan as your mail flows through
the USPS network in near real-time. The scan data is then analyzed to provide you
actionable information through our intuitive user interface, reporting engine,
and expert support team.
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Key Product Features
Personalized mailing dashboard with
intuitive drilldowns

Highly flexible mail piece power search
Advanced e-mail alert system

Customizable, web-based user interface
Comprehensive piece, bundle, tray and
pallet visibility

All data and statistics updated every hour
Push report subscription service

Our Information Sharing Philosophy
Precision, triggered communication sent to the
right people at the right time with actionable
information.

Customer
Business Rules

LAYER 1

Customizable real-time data visualization that
enables customers to fully understand mailing
events quickly before taking action.

Triggered Alerts

LAYER 2
Real Time Web-Based
Data Visualization

Reports are an effective way to review what
happened after the fact and to make trend
based decisions for the future.

LAYER 3
Customized Reports

Transform your decision-making power with the full WebTrack product line.
WebTrack

Cost Track

Campaign Sync

At Intelisent, we believe your data
will transform your decision making.
Decisions that will make you a
smarter mailer. Join us.
Contact us today for a

Make smarter cost
decisions.

intelisent.com

Reduce
undeliverable
mail – get better
response!

|

Automate your
postage reconciliation and optimize
your spend.

800.253.1944

|

Synchronize multichannel campaigns
triggered by
tracking.

info@intelisent.com

Customized DEMO!

